U.S.S. Pendragon - 10007.08

Supporting Cast

Colonist Leader/ Commander Gorchek-				John Garrison

Host JohnG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Holodeck Sim:  Borg or not>>>>>>>

CMO_Varr says:
::looking rather pensive, unsure what is transpiring yet::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::sitting at an aft terminal::

CO_Varr says:
::feeling the new uniform... thinks maroon looks good on him... along with the four pips::

CSO-Larek says:
::running scans::

CO_Varr says:
FCO: ETA please, Lt. Stricker.

SO_Vortak says:
::at SCI 2 running diagnostics and analyzing incoming sensor data::

CSO-Larek says:
::looks at the new CO::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::turns to the ACO::  CO: Sir, you are scheduled for a checkup in 15 minutes... should I expect you?

TO_Luchena says:
::sitting at the tactical station::

Host JohnG says:
ACTION:  Pendragon enters the Delvinia System

CEO_Jamin says:
::calmly running a warp-core diagnostic::

CO_Varr says:
::looks at the CMO over his shoulder::  CMO:  You just go down there and wait for me.  I will be there when I am able to.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: We are now entering the Delvinia system sir.

XO_Zax says:
All: All stations, status report please?

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Thank you.  Drop to sub-light please.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::grumbles under his breath::  CO: Aye...  :: a slight tone of contempt in his voice::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: science up nothing on scans

SO_Vortak says:
::notices no one at OPS::  XO: Ma'am would you like me to take the OPS station?

TO_Luchena says:
XO:  Weapons on standby, Sir.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir, dropping to sub-light speed. ::Drops to sub-light speed::

XO_Zax says:
SO: Yes, thank you, Lt. ::smiles slightly::

CO_Varr says:
::sits, watching the XO do her job, again thanking the powers that be that he manage to find someone so competent::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::stands and heads for the TL::

XO_Zax says:
::nods at the CSO::

SO_Vortak says:
XO:  Yes, Ma'am.  ::moves to OPS station::

Host Colonist_Ldr says:
COMM: Pendragon:  This is Council Leader Becker, we are sending you telemetry of the shuttles last data burst to our observatory......

FCO_Tim says:
::Sits patiently at the Conn.::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::stops at the open TL door listening to the Comm. signal::

TO_Luchena says:
::waits for someone to answer the comm.::

CEO_Jamin says:
::taps a few controls mindlessly before inadvertently starting a level 3 diagnostic of every plasma relay in the ship::

XO_Zax says:
TO: Keep an eye open, Lt.

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Incoming comm., Sir.  ::puts it on audio::

CO_Varr says:
COMM: LDR:  Thank you Council Leader Becker.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::stands there holding the TL door open::

TO_Luchena says:
::runs diagnostic of targeting systems::

XO_Zax says:
TO: Anything on long range scans?

Host Colonist_Ldr says:
ACTION:  Telemetry data begins to flow to the SCI1 Console on the Pendragon, Data reveals that the crashed vessel lies beneath the Delvinia # 7 moon's main water body

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
CO: Sir, shall I prepare for an Away Team?

FCO_Tim says:
::Sits patiently at the Conn.::

XO_Zax says:
FCO: Continue to maintain course, Lt.

TO_Luchena says:
::wonders what Larek is picking up on his scans::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
CO: They could need medical assistance...

CEO_Jamin says:
::frantically tries to interrupt the process, and sees a strange message pop up::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: scans showing shuttle on 7th moon in water

CO_Varr says:
::turns to look at the CMO::  CMO:  I would imagine so, but the XO will contact you if she requires your presence on the team.  Thank you.

CEO_Jamin says:
::read it again... "abort, retry, fail":: SELF: What the heck does THAT mean?

FCO_Tim says:
XO: Yes ma'am. Maintaining course. ::Maintains course::

TO_Luchena says:
Thinks to self:  Hummm...

TO_Luchena says:
::itching to shoot something::

CO_Varr says:
FCO: How soon to the designated moon Lt.?

XO_Zax says:
::nods:: CSO: See what you can make of the readouts.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::listening intently to the CSO::  CSO:  Is there any life signs?  ::looking worried::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: scanning

FCO_Tim says:
CO: About five minutes sir.

CEO_Jamin says:
::selects "abort", and is surprised that it doesn't, simply asking "abort, retry, fail?" again::

CO_Varr says:
COMM:  LDR:  Thank you Council Leader Becker.  We have received the telemetry.  Is there anything else you might tell of this?

OPS_Vortak says:
::monitors communication signals::

XO_Zax says:
::looks at the CSO: CSO: You heard the....ACMO, any lifesigns?

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Thank you.  Enter orbit when appropriate and inform me.

Host Colonist_Ldr says:
ACTION:  Sensors show what appears to be a Vorcha Class Klingon Cruiser approaching the system

TO_Luchena says:
::looks at Larek as well, wondering what he will say::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: no the shuttle was completely destroyed

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Aye, aye. ::Maintenance course and speed. Goes to an orbital approach::

XO_Zax says:
TO: Anything on sensors?

Host Colonist_Ldr says:
COMM: Pend:  That is all, we presume that the shuttle was destroyed, we have had no further contact

TO_Luchena says:
XO:  A Klingon Cruiser is approaching.

CEO_Jamin says:
::after a few long moments, sees the display read "current drive no longer valid"::

XO_Zax says:
::mutters:: TO: Go to yellow alert.

TO_Luchena says:
::monitors the Klingon ship::

OPS_Vortak says:
::tries to hail the ship::

TO_Luchena says:
::initiates yellow alert::

CO_Varr says:
COMM:  LDR:  Noted.  Thank you again.  ::slipping back into command mode as the ship drops to yellow alert::

TO_Luchena says:
::checks weapons systems::

OPS_Vortak says:
XO: Scanning for incoming communications.

XO_Zax says:
CO: Sir?

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::quietly paces the rear of the bridge taking in the sights and sounds::

XO_Zax says:
CO: Should we hail the Klingon vessel?

CO_Varr says:
XO:  Let's try to talk to them first, see what they are on about.

CEO_Jamin says:
::finally realizes that the strange messages are a practical joke from the engineering staff, and finally manages to cut off the diagnostic, just as the shields raise::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir, we are on an orbital approach toward the moon sir. Shall I make an orbit sir?

TO_Luchena says:
::monitors the Klingon ship's approach::

XO_Zax says:
::nods:: OPS: Open hailing frequencies, standard hail.

OPS_Vortak says:
XO:  Yes, Ma'am.  ::opens hailing frequencies, prepares standard hail and sends the message::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::watching the approach on the viewscreen and decides to find himself a seat::

CO_Varr says:
::frowns:: FCO: Hold on that for a moment Lt.  All stop and hold position relative to the incoming ship.

OPS_Vortak says:
::watches for incoming messages::

XO_Zax says:
TO: Are their weapons powered?

XO_Zax says:
::walks over to the CO's side::

TO_Luchena says:
XO:  I don't believe so, Sir.

XO_Zax says:
::nods::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::takes the seat at SCI 2::

OPS_Vortak says:
::prepares for messages in Klingon::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Stops the orbit. Stops engines and hold position relative to the Klingon ship::

CSO-Larek says:
CMO: doctor please assist me scanning for life signs

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
*Dr. Hurtz* Doctor, prepare sickbay for the possibility of injured.

CO_Varr says:
::frowns:: XO:  ::low voice::  I don't like this Katia.  Not one bit.

TO_Luchena says:
::continues to monitor the Klingon ship::

CEO_Jamin says:
EO Ratchet: Make sure you clean up your jokes next time. ::points at the offending code::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
*Hurtz* Yes sir.  Preparing bio-beds and calling in Beta shift now sir.

XO_Zax says:
::nods in agreement:: CO: Aye, Sir.......

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM: Pend: This is Commander Gorchek of the Cruiser B'Tol, remove yourself from this system ....immediately!

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  Incoming hail, sir, from Commander Gorchek of the Cruiser B'Tol.  ::puts it on screen::

CO_Varr says:
::putting on a pleasant expression::  OPS: On screen.

XO_Zax says:
::frowns at the hail::

FCO_Tim says:
::Looks up on the viewer to see the Klingon Commander::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::turns to the VS as he hears the incoming voice::

TO_Luchena says:
::looks at the viewscreen with interest::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM: Pend:  Speak Captain!

CO_Varr says:
::stepping out of his chair moving toward the screen::  COMM: GORCHECK:  Good Day Commander.  This is Captain Varr of the Starship Pendragon.

OPS_Vortak says:
::looks up at the viewscreen, continually monitoring the communication to ensure it is crystal clear::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM:  Pend:  Captain Varr, you have 10 of your earth minutes to LEAVE this system!

CO_Varr says:
COMM: GORCHEK:  There must be a problem with our communications, I thought I just heard you tell us to remove ourselves.

XO_Zax says:
::grits her teeth and waits::

FCO_Tim says:
::Monitor the Klingon ship's movement with the Navigation sensors. Returns his attention to the viewer::

TO_Luchena says:
::monitors the Klingons weapons systems very carefully::

CSO-Larek says:
::why is the XO turning red/::

CO_Varr says:
COMM:  GORCHEK:  This couldn't be of course, since this is a system in contest, and neither of us have claims.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::turns back to his Comm. after hearing the Klingon's words:: *Dr. Hurtz* Doctor Hurtz... you'd better call in Gamma shift too.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM: Pend:  That is correct, we are here to answer a distress signal.....you are not welcome to assist......STAND DOWN!

XO_Zax says:
OPS: Are they sending any signals out of the system? <w>

OPS_Vortak says:
XO:  Checking.  ::scans for messages initiating from or going to the Klingon vessel::

CO_Varr says:
COMM:  GORCHEK:  It seems to me that we arrived first, and in accord with interstellar law, and Starfleet protocol, we are required to respond.  You are welcome to assist US if you would like in 
the search.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  Sensors show signals of alien origin coming from Moon #7 out towards the Pendragon

TO_Luchena says:
::continues to monitor the Klingon's weapons::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: alien signals coming the moon

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::stands exiting the bridge in a hurry::

FCO_Tim says:
::Still monitoring the Klingon ship's movement with the Nav. sensors::

TO_Luchena says:
::looks at the CSO with surprise::

XO_Zax says:
::looks around:: CSO: Can you pinpoint a location?

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM: Pend:  Respond?  ::points over to an officer to his right::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Vorcha Class Cruiser cloaks and disappears from view

CSO-Larek says:
XO: no

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::arrives in sickbay a few moments later and rushes to his office::

FCO_Tim says:
XO: She's gone into cloak.

TO_Luchena says:
Thinks to self:  Damn!

CO_Varr says:
XO: Ahhh... this could get sticky.

XO_Zax says:
All: Keep alert!

CSO-Larek says:
TO; do you have anything?

CO_Varr says:
TO: Are you able to track them?  ::pretty sure of the answer::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::takes a seat at his terminal and pivots the device to face him::

XO_Zax says:
CO: Yes, this could. Shields up, sir?

FCO_Tim says:
XO: Ma'am. I just thought of something...

CO_Varr says:
::sighs, nodding::  XO:  I guess we have no choice now.

XO_Zax says:
CSO: Try to get a fix on their warp signature, Lt.

TO_Luchena says:
::frantically pushes buttons trying to find any sign of the Klingon ship::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: eye

OPS_Vortak says:
::attempts to get a fix on any communication signals in the area::

XO_Zax says:
TO: Shields up.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
Computer: Computer, link this terminal to sensor scans of the seventh moon

TO_Luchena says:
CO:  No Sir.  I can find no sign of them.

TO_Luchena says:
::raises shields::

XO_Zax says:
::raises a brow at the FCO:: FCO: Yes, LT?

TO_Luchena says:
XO:  Done, Sir.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Klingon Cruiser decloaks, and fires a disrupter blast at the Pendragon, 
then recloaks

CO_Varr says:
::nods toward the TO::  TO:  Thank you.  Keep trying.

TO_Luchena says:
Thinks to self:  Ack!

FCO_Tim says:
XO: Ma'am. I can try and re-modulating the Nav sensor to pick up movement, but this can only work if the Klingon move their ship.

CO_Varr says:
::sits just as the ship rocks from disrupter blast::

OPS_Vortak says:
::is rocked by the disruptor blast::

XO_Zax says:
ALL: Red alert!

TO_Luchena says:
::goes to red alert::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
<Computer> Acknowledged.  Readings now being displayed on this terminal

CEO_Jamin says:
*CO*: What are you doing to the ship up there?!?

TO_Luchena says:
::checks shields for damage::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::stumbles from his seat from the disruptor blast::

FCO_Tim says:
::Gets jerked around from the fire, but is OK::

CO_Varr says:
OPS:  Open hailing frequencies.  TO: Damage report?

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Begin maneuvers, away from the moon.

OPS_Vortak says:
::checks ship system for resource allocation, making sure shields and weapons have plenty of 
power::

XO_Zax says:
::whispers:: CO: Return fire, Captain?

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  Aye, sir. ::opens frequencies::  Frequencies opened.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir! ::Maneuvers away from the moon::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::pulls himself back up to the desk::  Computer: Cross reference readings with all known forms of life in Starfleet Databanks.

CO_Varr says:
XO: ::smiling::  As soon as we see them Katia.

CEO_Jamin says:
::dispatches a couple of EO's to repair circuitry while waiting for a response from the bridge::

XO_Zax says:
::nods:: TO: Prepare to return fire at the CO's mark.

TO_Luchena says:
XO:  Some minor damage to relay circuitry.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The probe begins to pulsate a comm. signal out towards .....the Beta Quadrant

TO_Luchena says:
::charges weapons hoping something to target them on appears::

CO_Varr says:
COMM:  GORCHEK:  Commander Gorchek.  This action goes contrary to the peace accord in place between our two peoples.  To pursue this would risk everything.  I urge you to stop now.

XO_Zax says:
*CEO*: We are being fire upon by a Klingon cruiser.

CEO_Jamin says:
*XO*: I see. We DO have a full complement of torpedoes.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  No reply

XO_Zax says:
::sighs:: *CEO*: Affirmative. Perhaps you'd like to report to the bridge?

CO_Varr says:
::growls under his breath::  TO:  What class of Vorcha was that?

FCO_Tim says:
::Still sits at the Conn. hoping the XO or CO will give his permission the re-modulate the Nav sensor, so it can pick up the Klingon's movement::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
<Computer> Indeterminate lifesigns.  Not able to cross reference

CEO_Jamin says:
*XO*: On my way. In the meantime, you might fire at regions of space that have an unusually low density of interstellar hydrogen.... ::heads for the doors::

CSO-Larek says:
XO: recommend we modify a torpedo to explode on Klingon ship

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::to himself::  Damn....

XO_Zax says:
::grins:: *CEO*: Thank you, Commander.

CO_Varr says:
::overhearing the CEO's comment::  XO:  Will that work?

TO_Luchena says:
::prepares a wide band phaser volley, just in case::

XO_Zax says:
TO: You heard the man, make it so.

CEO_Jamin says:
::exits ME::

XO_Zax says:
CO: It should, Sir.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  A smaller class Klingon shuttle has just appeared over the moon's horizon heading for the main body of water where the probe is located

FCO_Tim says:
::waits patiently at the Conn. waiting for orders::

XO_Zax says:
FCO: Coordinate your plan with the CSO and CEO, Lt.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
Computer: Computer, what is the source of this energy?

OPS_Vortak says:
::monitors Klingon shuttle for any communications::

CEO_Jamin says:
::enters TL::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Vorcha uncloaks again, firing at the Pendragon....then recloaks.....No 
damage to the Pendragon

CSO-Larek says:
*CEO*: have your people modify a torpedo to track the Klingon engine trail and explode on contact

FCO_Tim says:
XO: Thanks you ma'am. ::Sending the CSO and CEO his plans to re-modulate the Nav sensors to pick up the energy particles left by a Klingon impulse engine and cloaking device::

CEO_Jamin says:
::bangs against the wall of the lift::

TO_Luchena says:
::fires a phaser spread at the last location of the Vorcha::

CEO_Jamin says:
*CSO*: They've already got one, just in case. Just tell them to load it.

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  Captain, there is a Klingon shuttle near the moon.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  phaser shots miss

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
<Computer> Energy source is similar to that of a communications signal

CO_Varr says:
OPS:  Is it heading for the probe location?

XO_Zax says:
TO: Keep trying, Lt.

CEO_Jamin says:
::enters bridge::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: It appears so.

CEO_Jamin says:
XO: Reporting as ordered.

CSO-Larek says:
XO: load the modified torpedo and fire

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  I have detected no communications from or to it.

TO_Luchena says:
::scans for low density interstellar hydrogen::

XO_Zax says:
CO: We need to get someone down there, Sir.

CO_Varr says:
CSO:  Scan for a low density of hydrogen... hopefully one that moves.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
Computer: Communications signal...  Where is it directed?

FCO_Tim says:
::Sits patiently, hoping the CEO and CSO will agree to do his plan::

CEO_Jamin says:
::looks at the TO's console:: TO: What you're REALLY looking for is a chunk of vacuum.

TO_Luchena says:
::prepares to target::

XO_Zax says:
CEO: Thank you, Cmndr. Please work with the TO.

CO_Varr says:
::nods at the XO::  Prepare a team.  I will get us close enough to beam you down.

CSO-Larek says:
FCO: your Nav sensors have been changed try now to detect them

CEO_Jamin says:
::nods at the XO::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: The probe is pulsating a signal toward the BQ.

XO_Zax says:
CO: Any suggestions, Sir?

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
<Computer> Energy signal is directed towards the Beta Quadrant.

FCO_Tim says:
CSO: OK, I'll try to pick up the energy residual left by the cloaking device.

CO_Varr says:
XO:  At your discretion, though I think the CSO, and CMO would be good options.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Vorcha decloaks in the flight path of the Pendragon .....all stop

XO_Zax says:
::nods::

TO_Luchena says:
::prepares to fire::

CEO_Jamin says:
::still looking at the console:: TO: There!

XO_Zax says:
ACMO, CSO: You're with me.

OPS_Vortak says:
::prepares to open communications with the Vorcha::

TO_Luchena says:
::looks at the CO itching to fire::

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Turn down -95 Z.  Continue to head toward the moon.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  Its photon torpedo tube glows red, showing ready to fire, point blank range

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Full Impulse.

XO_Zax says:
::leaves the bridge::

CSO-Larek says:
::follows the XO

CO_Varr says:
TO:  Fire all.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: I got them. If they cloak again, I can predict where they are. CO: Aye, aye, turning down -95 Z and heading towards the moon. ::Engages full impulse:: Yes sir.

TO_Luchena says:
::fires all weapons::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::hears the Comm.::  *XO*: Aye ma'am

CO_Varr says:
OPS:  Status report.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  Direct hit, only appreciable damage to the Vorcha

TO_Luchena says:
::recharges weapons::

XO_Zax says:
*ACMO*: Report to the shuttlebay for an AT.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::gets up and rushes out the doors as his team tries to stop him to help the injured::

CO_Varr says:
TO:  Continue firing.  FCO:  Give her a chance for another full spread.

XO_Zax says:
::arrives at the transporter room::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: We have been hit, no response to hails.

TO_Luchena says:
::fires weapons::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM: Pend:  This is Commander Gorchek, I grow tiresome of this, my shuttle is about to submerge on the planet Captain......we will have that probe at all costs!

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir? ::Looks at the CO::

OPS_Vortak says:
::puts hail onscreen::  CO: Incoming communication from Commander Gorchek, sir.

TO_Luchena says:
::charges weapons just in case::

CO_Varr says:
COMM:  GORCHEK:  Let me put it to you simply Commander:  You will not be leaving the system 
with that probe.  I have orders to retrieve it, and I will fulfill my orders.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::arrives in TR 3::  XO: Lieutenant Vn'dor reporting ma'am.

TO_Luchena says:
::watches the CO awaiting his signal::

CO_Varr says:
TO: Hold fire for a moment.  How close is their shuttle?  Is it within range?

XO_Zax says:
::nods:: *CO*: We need the shields dropped for transport, Sir.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::steps up on the pad::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM: Varr: ::Commander grins with anticipation::  Captain, we will have that probe, we are about there..........

CO_Varr says:
*XO* I'm working on it.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: OK sir, I'll let them get another full spread, but remember, if they go into cloak, we can follow the residue.

XO_Zax says:
::nods to the duty officer::

XO_Zax says:
CSO: Ready to beam down, LT?

CO_Varr says:
OPS:  From the scans of the shuttle, how feasible would it be to beam it up?

CSO-Larek says:
XO: yes

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  I will check on that now, sir.  ::begins analyzing data::

CO_Varr says:
COMM: GORCHEK: ::shrugs::  It was nice having met you sir.  Ops: End communications.

FCO_Tim says:
::Still wondering if the CO know that I can follow a cloaked ship::

CO_Varr says:
TO:  Begin firing again.  Target their engines and weapons.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
CSO: Does the moon have a breathable atmosphere?

XO_Zax says:
::still waiting to beam down::

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Begin heading toward the moon again.  We are looking for optimum beaming range.

CSO-Larek says:
ACMO: yes

TO_Luchena says:
::targets engines and weapon systems of the Klingon ship::

TO_Luchena says:
::fires photon torpedoes::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::nods at the CSO smiling slightly feeling relieved...  hates these damn things::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  one of the nacelles detaches from the Vorcha, the ship cloaks

CO_Varr says:
*XO* It could get a bit more bumpy, but we will get you there.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes sir. Heading for the moon. I'll scan for the beaming range. ::Engages for the moon, sensor on full::

CO_Varr says:
TO:  Good firing.  FCO: Ignore the ship, Make best speed to the moon.

CO_Varr says:
OPS: Track the ship as best you can.  TO: Continue firing as you get opportunity, and prepare to 
drop shields at the transporter room's order.

TO_Luchena says:
::nods at the CO::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  The beaming of the shuttle could cause the shuttle's warp core to breach.

XO_Zax says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Yes, sir, I'll track the Klingon's residue, just in case. But I'll focus on the moon.

TO_Luchena says:
::charges weapons::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::tracks and scans ship::

CO_Varr says:
FCO: ETA Lt?

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
XO: Ma'am... in case we don't make it out of this... I wish to say it's been a pleasure working with you.  ::smiles::

TO_Luchena says:
FCO:  Are you tracking the Klingon ship?

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Four minutes and 20 seconds and counting.

XO_Zax says:
::smiles:: ACMO: The same here, Lt. But we'll be fine.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Klingon Shuttle dives into the main body of water and submerges

OPS_Vortak says:
::extrapolating Klingon ship location based on known data::

FCO_Tim says:
TO: I'm following the residue their cloaking device leaves behind. The CSO re-modulated the Nav 
sensor so it can do so..

TO_Luchena says:
FCO:  Send the co-ordinates to my console, quickly!

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::smiles back nervously::  XO: If you say so ma'am.  ::turns to the CSO::  CSO: And don't give me any of that scientific odds of a malfunction on these things... it won't help.

CO_Varr says:
*XO* Commander, it appears we are a bit out from transporter range.  I have left the dropping of shields at your order.  Retrieving the probe is of first concern.  Let me worry about the ship.

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: The shuttle is diving in to the main body of water and is submerging.

FCO_Tim says:
TO: Yes ma'am. ::Send the info files over to the tac:: TO: There you go!

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Vorcha, still cloaked makes a pass of the Pendragon, disturbing its space, the Pendragon rattles from the disturbance

TO_Luchena says:
::fires weapons on co-ordinates::

TO_Luchena says:
::recharges weapons::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: We are now closing in on the moon, sir!

CO_Varr says:
*XO* One more difficulty Commander.  We can't beam it up.  It must be retrieved by shuttle.  I will arrange for a shuttle to follow you but we need you to secure the site.

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  Thank you.  How long to transporter range?

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
<Klingon Shuttle>  Vorcha:  This is K'tring, we are approaching the coordinates of the probe, ETA 3 minutes

XO_Zax says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.

TO_Luchena says:
::fires on the suspected co-ordinates of the Vorcha::

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
XO: Are we taking a shuttle now?  ::enthusiastically::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Not for another two minutes sir.

OPS_Vortak says:
::monitors any communications leaving either ship or shuttle::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  Damage incurred to the Vorcha, shields 3 &4 down to 50%

CO_Varr says:
::sighs::  TO:  Is the Klingon shuttle in weapons range yet?

TO_Luchena says:
::charges weapons::

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir, we could however use a tractor beam to get the probe.

OPS_Vortak says:
CO:  I have intercepted a communication from the Klingon shuttle to the Vorcha. ::puts it onscreen::

TO_Luchena says:
CO:  I cannot target the shuttle, Sir.

TO_Luchena says:
::fires all weapons once again at the suspected co-ordinates of the Vorcha::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  The Klingon Shuttle approaches the probe,....................

FCO_Tim says:
CO: We are now in transporter range, sir.

CO_Varr says:
::grumbles::  All:  This gets better and better.  OPS:  Try to block any further communications between the Klingon shuttle and ship.

CO_Varr says:
*XO*  We are in range now Commander.  Be careful.

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Aye, sir ::gets to work jamming the frequencies of the Klingon ships::

TO_Luchena says:
::prepares to drop shields for transport::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:...........the probe begins to pulsate additional Communication beams..........it begins to glow

CO_Varr says:
TO: Prepare to lose shields for a moment as they beam down.

TO_Luchena says:
CO:  Ready on your word, Sir.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::hears the Comm. from the CO and begins to worry::

XO_Zax says:
*CO*: Yes, Sir!

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Sir, the probe is pulsating additional communication beams.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  In a flash and boiling water, the Probe explodes destroying itself and the Klingon Shuttle..............the communication beams have ceased transmitting to the Beta Quadrant

CO_Varr says:
OPS:  Record them.  Are we able to make anything of them?

FCO_Tim says:
CO: We lost the probe and the shuttle.

CO_Varr says:
FCO:  And our away team?

TO_Luchena says:
::looks at the FCO::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Aye sir... um, sir,  The probe is no longer transmitting.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: They are safe sir. ::Looks at the TO::

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
ACTION:  Pendragon AT is unhurt.......

TO_Luchena says:
::nods at the FCO::

CO_Varr says:
::takes a deep breath in relief::  *XO* Katia.  Hold on the transport, and report to the bridge.

Host Cmdr_Gorchek says:
COMM:  Pend:  Captain, we seem to of both lost........till we meet again ::Grins::

FCO_Tim says:
TO: I hope those modulations are helping. ::Returns to his work::

TO_Luchena says:
::smiles at Tim:  FCO:  Helping greatly, thank you.

XO_Zax says:
::looks surprised:: *CO*: Aye, Sir. On my way.

FCO_Tim says:
::Turns back quick enough to say:: Well, your most welcomed.

CO_Varr says:
COMM: Gorchek:  ::shaking head with a small smile playing at lips::  Till we meet again Commander.

TO_Luchena says:
::looks at the CO::

XO_Zax says:
ACMO, CSO: Return to your posts, Gentlemen. And...thanks.

CO_Varr says:
OPS: Return to yellow alert.

ACMO_Vn`dor_Phail says:
::sighs heavily in relief::  XO: Yes Ma'am!!  ::exits the TR::

OPS_Vortak says:
CO: Aye, sir.  Computer: Stand down red alert.

FCO_Tim says:
CO: Sir, shall I take her out?

XO_Zax says:
::exits the transporter room::

Host JohnG says:
ACTION:  The Holodeck program ends............showing nothing but the holodeck grid patterns on the wall, the holodeck doors open.......

Host JohnG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Borg or not>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host JohnG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Borg or not>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host JohnG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Borg or not>>>>>>>>>>>>>

